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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This document presents a detailed overview of some of the components which are integrated into the 

Portal.  

On the one hand, this paper describes the implementation of the portal framework and possible ways of 

integrating other modules within it: one static way and two dynamic ways based on Custom Plugins and 

Django AppHooks. The Django-CMS framework has been selected among other different, and very used 

nowadays, frameworks, because of its flexibility and capabilities when integrating different sources of 

content, as it is shown in this document. 

On the other hand, this document explains the Experiment Manager and its blocks: Experiment Designer, 

Experiment Planner, Experiment Workflow Manager, Configuration Assistant and the Interface to TEFIS 

blocks. Again, a MVC pattern has been followed, in order to obtain the maximum flexibility and optimal 

development results, while the four main blocks which are part of this Experiment Manager have been 

thought considering a logical and conceptual structure of it. The technology chosen for this component 

is, in this case, the PHP language and one of its most used frameworks, Cake-Php. The selection of this 

has been based mainly on two criteria: an easy integration and communication with all the other TEFIS 

blocks, and the power and efficiency enough of the language in order to be able to implement and 

execute complex algorithms with minor latencies. For the first requirement, the existence of a 

comprehensive REST library for PHP, that would simplify the development not only for the Experiment 

Manager case, but also for possible modifications needed for other blocks; something that has been a 

crucial feature. And considering the logical algorithms, it is clear that php, as an interpreted language, 

can satisfy those requirements.  

There are also several communication functions used in the Experiment Manager. The aim of the 

creation of these functions is to develop a flexible and scalable tool, where possible future changes don’t 

have a big impact. 

To summarize, the platform and technologies chosen for the development of the Experiment Manager 

present a wide range of advantages that have been taken into account in the development. This made it 

possible to obtain a full operative and integrated tool with a development period that has been reduced, 

saving time and resources, and that offers optimum response times and the best architecture. In any 

case, the future functionalities to be included in the second version of the Experiment Manager, that 

shall involve an improved user experience, can be performed in the easiest way, with controlled 

scalability and flexibility. 
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1 TEFIS Portal Implementation 
The TEFIS Portal offers both experimenters as well as domain owners a graphical interface to the 

capabilities of the TEFIS platform. Apart from providing administrative functions like user management, it 

also allows domain owners to specify information about their domains and the resources they support. It 

has a view of the experimenter's data, the running experiments, the available platform capabilities (list 

of sites), etc.  In the future it will furthermore integrate the frontends of the TEFIS Experiment Manager 

and the TEFIS Data Manager as well as specific user interfaces that certain domains might offer. 

1.1 Implementation Framework 
The FOKUS implementation of the TEFIS portal uses the Python web application framework Django. 

Django is a modular and extensible framework designed to manage and expose a number of individual 

and independent web service applications each of which is called an app in Django’s terminology. 

To interface with a runtime environment, Django employs the Web Service Gateway Interface (WSGI) 

and can thus run on any WSGI capable web server. Figure 1 shows an overview of this architecture: 

WSGI capable Web server
(e.g. Apache httpd, lighthttpd, ...)

Django

django-cms
app

another app ...

 

Figure 1: Overall Communications Architecture 

Apart from some helper apps, the main app currently employed by the FOKUS implementation is Django-

cms, a flexible content management solution. Django-cms offers the usual functionalities of a CMS. Its 

fundamental task is to allow a site administrator to create web pages and organize them in a hierarchical 

way and furthermore to enable flexible editing of the content of the pages which can be both static as 

well as dynamic in nature. 
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Figure 2: Editing a Django-cms page 

It is obviously desirable to reuse as many as possible similar components among several pages. One must 

distinguish here between the pages layout and individual content parts. Django achieves reuse of layout 

components by employing a hierarchical templating system. Each page is bound to a template which 

provides the structural scaffolding for a web page. A template can extend another template thus 

enabling a manner of work where a so called master template is more and more refined along the path 

of the page hierarchy. Each template can contain a number of so-called placeholders. These placeholders 

can be filled with content using the administrative GUI of django-cms. This is illustrated in Figure 3. 
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Placeholder

Content

Content

 

Figure 3: Content editing 

Django-cms supports different types of content through the use of plugins. A number of plugins are 

already provided by default, which includes support for plain text, HTML formatted text, images, etc. 

Functionalities that were needed specifically by TEFIS were provided by implementing plugins that 

provide these functions. Additional functions specific to TEFIS and TEAGLE have and will be implemented 

as additional plugins. 

1.2 Possible ways for integrating with the portal 

1.2.1 Static Content 
Static content can easily be integrated by simply adding a page in the admin backend and filling it with 

content. Individual page layouts are possible by providing customized page templates. 

1.2.2 Dynamic Content through Custom Plugins 
One way to integrate dynamic content is to write a custom plugin for the task. Plugins can (but do not 

have to be) bound to a database model. This allows for these database entries to be displayed on pages. 

In this case, the database can be filled with data also from the admin GUI. 

A simple yet fully functional plugin (not bound to a database) is shown here: 

1 class ShowExperimentPlugin(PortalPlugin): 

2 name = _("ShowExperiment") 

3 render_template = "plugins/show_experiment.html" 

4  
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5 def render(self, context, instance, placeholder):   

6  name = self._get_param(context, "name") 

7  username = context["username"] 

8  experiment = api.get_experiment(name, username) 

9   

10  context["experiment"] = experiment 

11  context["sites"] = broker.get_sites(username) 

12   

13  return context 

As shown here, the plugin itself is also bound to a template (line 3) which controls the display of the 

plugin. The sole task of the plugin implementation is to supply data to be displayed in the template. This 

happens via the so called template context (lines 10, 11 and 13) which is simply a python dictionary 

(similar to java’s HashMap).  

In this case our plugin is not bound to a database model but uses its own backend to retrieve data to be 

displayed (lines 8 and 11). If a database model would be employed, it could be accessed through the 

instance parameter (line 5). 

The template itself is written in the templating language that is provided by the django framework that 

consequently resembles python code. It might look like this: 

<section class="part"> 

 <h3>Compute Resources</h3> 

 <ul> 

  {% if not experiment.compute_resources %} 

   <li>No items</li> 

  {% endif %} 

  {% for r in experiment.compute_resources %} 

   <li><a href="show-resource?type=comp&id={{r.id}}"> 

{{r.id}} - {{ r.name }} 

</a></li> 

  {% endfor %} 

 </ul> 

</section> 
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Note how items that have been previously put in the templates context (e.g. experiment) are available as 

variables within the template. 

1.2.3 Dynamic Content through Django AppHooks 
Django-cms allows including content generated by other django app’s running in parallel to django-cms 

itself. This allows for a high degree of flexibility, however this usually provides an advantage only in the 

case where the other application is already existing. 

For new functionality, it is usually easier and faster to implement a plugin. 

 

2 Experiment Manager Implementation 
The Experiment Manager will provide to TEFIS users the ability to define, configure and execute 

experiments, and also receive the experiment ending warnings. It will make use of the Teagle directory 

services to list available test types, domains, and resources, and allow configuration of resources and 

plan for experiment execution.  

All necessary data will be stored on the Experiments Data Manager during the whole life-cycle. 

Communication with TEFIS core services will be also established in order to make it possible to specify 

the jobs to be executed and launch the test runs.  

All those communications will be based on REST Services, using HTTP methods.  
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Figure 4: Overall communications 

 

The Experiment Manager is developed using CakePHP. CakePHP is a framework that provides an 

extensible architecture to develop, maintain and publish applications. It uses commonly known patterns 

like MVC (Model-View-Controller) and ORM (Object Relational Mapping) within the paradigm of 

convention over configuration. In this context, CakePHP reduces development costs and helps 

developers write less code; and it is because of the flexibility and optimal development results it provides 

that it has been chosen as an implementation solution for the Experiment Manager. 

CakePHP is based on the powerful and easy to understand MVC structure: models, views and controllers  

guarantee a strict but natural separation of business logic, data and presentation layers.  

 Models: they are the representation of the database tables. Models can connect to the 

database, querying and storage. It is important to properly apply the MVC architecture, there 

should be no correlation between the models and view. All logic must be handled by controllers. 

 Views: they can be described as templates that display the contents to the user: variables, arrays 

and objects that are used in the views are registered through the controller. The views can not 

contain complex business logic. By the way, views only contain the control structures needed to 

do certain operations. 
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 Controllers: they contain the logic of the application. Each controller can provide different 

functionality. They obtain and modify data accessing database tables using models. Also, they 

manage variables and objects that can be used in views.  

This MVC architecture can greatly simplify code maintenance and help the organization of code for the  

Experiment Manager interface. 

 It provides separation between business logic, presentation and data collection. 

 The Experiment Manager Interface is divided into logical sections, each governed by a particular 

controller. 

 When the application is tested and debugged, any developer will be able to locate and correct 

errors without knowing all the details of the code. 

 

Figure 5: MVC architecture 

Controllers, models and views are stored in pre-defined directories within the structure of CakePHP. 

Here is the structure used in the latest stable version 1.3.7: 

| app/ 

|—- config/ 

|—- controllers/ 

|—- libs/ 

|—- locale/ 

|—- models/ 

|—- plugins/ 

|—- tests/ 

|—- tmp/ 
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|—- vendors/ 

|—- views/ 

|—- webroot/ 

| cake/ 

|—- config/ 

|—- console/ 

|—- libs/ 

|—- tests/ 

| plugins/ 

| vendors/ 

 

 

This folder tree is preserved during the whole project, in view of the fact that, as it has been said before, 

CakePHP enforces convention rather than configuration. There is little need to modify a file related to 

the application configuration, and once the structure is established it could be easily maintained. It is 

important to put everything in the right place. 

All this architecture will use REST services to communicate with other TEFIS blocks. REST is used to 

describe the interface that uses XML and HTTP. In this case, Experiment Manager’s controllers will use a 

REST client to do HTTP requests to others TEFIS blocks. This implies that any TEFIS block the Experiment 

Manager wants to communicate with, should provide a REST interface with the definition of format of 

the data that are associated to the requests. In this manner, the implementation of those TEFIS blocks is 

transparent for the Experiment Manager, and there is only one requirement that should be 

accomplished in order to ensure the interoperability between the Experiment Manager and the TEFIS 

blocks: the TEFIS blocks must answer the requests of the Experiment Manager via a REST interface 

defined specifically for them. 

REST implements a client/server stateless protocol. Each HTTP request message contains all the 

necessary information to understand the request. As a result, neither the client nor the server needs to 

remember any communication state between messages.  

HTTP defines a small set of operations. The most important are POST, GET, PUT and DELETE. These 

operations are equivalent to CRUD (Create, Read, Update and Delete) operations required for data 

persistence.  

In a REST system, every resource is addressable only through its URI. As a result, you can navigate a REST 

resource following links without requiring the use of registries or other additional infrastructure. 
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Figure 6: REST architecture 

 

Experiment Manager is divided into 5 blocks:  

 Experiment Designer 

 Intelligent Planner 

 Experimental Workflow Manager 

 Configuration Assistant manager  

 and Interface to TEFIS blocks  

All blocks are integrated into MVC architecture that provides the necessary functionality.   
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EXPERIMENT WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT

EXPERIMENT DESIGNER
Help experimenters to formalize their needs and find the right tools, testbed and methodology to use

INTELLIGENT PLANNER
Contact testbed owner, summarize the workplan (for BOTNIA or IMS) and perform the booking.

INTERFACE TO TEFIS BLOCKS (TEAGLE, CORE SERVICES, DATA 

MANAGEMENT)

EXPERIMENTAL WORKFLOW MANAGER
Template of high-level workflow of activities which will be able to be modified by end users.

CONFIGURATION ASSISTANT
Help configuring the testbeds.

 

Figure 7: Experiment Manager Components 

2.1 Experiment Designer 
Experiment Designer will help experimenters to formalize their needs and specify the experiment 
presenting the Experimenter the different options available in the TEFIS platform that could provide an 
answer to their concrete requirements.  

It will load all necessary data from Teagle repository using HTTP Get method via REST client. 

 

Inputs 
User needs, experiment specification and design 
 

Outputs 
Experiment strategy 
 

Table 1: Inputs-Outputs of the Experiment designer 
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2.1.1 Basic Experiment Specification 
The basic experiment design service will offer to the user a simple and user-friendly free-text search to 
obtain some default services suggested by the Experiment Designer. These services will be loaded from 
Experiments Data Manager. 

After the search, the Experiment Manager will propose a set of past or template experiments, along with 
their description and related information. The selection of one of them will imply the creation of a new 
experiment, based on it, and will give the user the chance of modifying this new experiment, or create a 
new testrun derived from it. 

 

Figure 8: Basic Experiment specification 

2.1.2 Experiment Selection 
Another way for the user to select an experiment will be by the selection of one of their own 

experiments. This selection will make it possible to modify the experiment or to select/create testruns, in 

order to execute them. 

2.1.3 Advanced Experiment Specification 
The advance experiment design service will provide a powerful and flexible interface where the users 
shall configure their experiment based on 3 filtering options:  

 Test types 

 Domains 

 Keywords 
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The steps the users should complete, in order to specify an experiment, are the following: 

 Initially, the Experiment Designer will load available test type list.  

 The user could select one or more of them from the list depending on the characteristics of the 
experiment. This selection will automatically refresh and load available domain list and each 
domain could be related to one or more selected test types.  

 The user could select then one or more domains from the list. In this way, when the user selects 
a domain, available keyword list will be automatically refreshed and loaded. Therefore, the user 
could select one or more keywords from the list.  

 Finally, the user could select desired resource types.  

At this moment, the skeleton of the experiment is defined, with the basic needs and resource types the 
user requests to execute the experiment. 

At this moment, the experiment_id.xml file is created and saved in the TEFIS Experiment Data Manager, 
where the <id> indicates the experiment identifier.  

The structure of this file includes several tags: 

• <name> tag refers to the name of the experiment. It’s user editable field. 

• <description> tag refers to the description of the experiment. It’s user editable field. 

 Each <resourceSpec> tag refers to resource type selected by the user.  

o <id> refers to resource type identifier  

o and <domain> tag refers to domain identifier. 

 

Figure 9: experiment_id.xml file structure 
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Once the filtering has been done, the specification of a basic strategy is necessary. This strategy is 
conformed by a set of tasks, their configuration, a set of resources linked to each task, and these 
resources’ properties. A strategy definition webpage, based on defined experiment, will be loaded and 
presented to the user:  

 The user shall have access to the available resource type list, and at this point, resource instances 
are loaded.  

 The user will be able to select existing resource instances, one by one, related to the selected 
resource type.  

 Also, there will be the possibility of creating new resource instances related to some resource 
types.  

o In this case, when a new resource instance is created, it’s saved in the Teagle repository 
along with configuration parameters using HTTP Post method.  

 Finally, the user could save all necessary information about the strategy 

The vct_id.xml and configlet_ID_tp_id.xml files shall be created and stored. These files will contain all the 
related data about the strategy, and from this point, they would be available in the TEFIS Experiment 
Data Manager. ID indicates configlet identifier.  

The vct.xml file structure is:  

• <commonName> tag refers to the name of the vct. It’s a user editable field. 

• <description> tag refers to the description of the vct. It’s a user editable field. 

• <state.id> tag refers to the availability of the resource instances. 

• <user> tag refers to the user identifier.  

• <providesResources> tag refers to the resource instances selected by the user. 

 

Figure 10: vct_id.xml file structure 
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The configlet_ID_tp_id.xml file structure is:  

• <commonName> tag refers to the name of the configlet instance. 

• <description> tag refers to the description of the configlet instance. 

• <paramValue> tag refers to the value of the configlet instance. 

• <configurationParametersAtomic> tag refers to the configuration parameter template identifier 

 

 

Figure 11: configlet_ID_tp_id.xml file structure 

 

At the end of the Experiment Designer workflow and after the completion of the steps indicated above, 
the user will have defined a strategy for the experiment and the information. The data will be allocated 
in the experiment_id.xml, vct_id.xml and configlet_ID_tp_id.xml files, and then these files will be stored 
in the Experiment Data Manager.  

Figure 12 shows Experiments Data Manager folder tree and in which folder these files are stored. 
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Figure 12: Strategy files stored in the Experiment Data Manager 

 

In the next sequence diagram, a summary of the whole process the user shall follow to specify the initial 
experiment needs, and define the basic strategy with the instances and type of resources to be used is 
presented, as well as the xml files created and the communication established in the process with the 
Teagle repository and the Experiment Data Manager. 
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Figure 13: Experiment Designer Workflow 

 

2.2 Experiment Planner 
Experiment planner will be the next block in the experiment definition.  

The main goal of this block is the management of the test plan in such a way that the user could define a 
set of tasks with a description and configuration parameters for the resources to be used in each of these 
tasks. 

 

Inputs 
Experiment strategy 
User’s specific criteria for the experiment plan 
 

Outputs 
Experiment plan 
 

Table 2: Inputs-Outputs of the Experiment Planner 

 

Each test plan will contain experiment.xml, vct_id.xml, tasks.xml and configlet_ID_tp_id.xml files stored 
in the Experiment Data Manager, where Id indicates the experiment or test plan identifiers.  

In this interface the user will be able to modify vct_id.xml and configlet_ID_tp_id.xml files and to create 
tasks_id.xml file.  

The user could add, update and delete tasks one by one, related to each test plan, but only if the testplan 
hadn’t any linked testrun. If a testplan were linked to a testrun, only configurations of resources and 
tasks could be modified. In a same way, a testplan could be deleted only if it has no test run linked. .   

The structure of the tasks_id.xml file is: 

 <task id> tag refers to task identifier. 

 <commonName> tag refers to the name of the task. It’s a user editable field. 

 <description> tag refers to the description of the task. It’s a user editable field. 

 <order> tag refers to the task’s priority order. It’s a user editable field. 

 <executable> tag refers to the task’s executable file name. It’s a user editable field. 

 <resourceInstances> tags contains the identifier list of the resource instances needed to execute 
the task. Each identifier is specified using <resInstance id> tag. It’s a user editable field. 

 <configParams> tags contains the configuration parameter list. Each parameter is specified using 
<confParam id>, <name> and <value> tags. It’s a user editable field. 

 <inputFiles> and <outpuFiles> tags refer to needed input and output data files. It’s a user 
editable field. 
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Figure 14: tasks_id.xml file structure 

 

The figure 15 shows the test plan saved into the Experiment Data Manager folder tree. 
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Figure 15: Test plan files stored in Experiments Data Manager 

 

And finally, in the next sequence diagram, a summary of the whole process the user shall follow to define 
tasks with the resources to be used, and configure them is presented, as well as the xml files created and 
the communication established in the process with the Teagle repository and the Experiment Data 
Manager. 
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Figure 16: Experiment Planner Workflow 

 

Finally, in the following images different steps of the Experiment Planner process are shown as an 
example of what the user shall find during the definition of the Test Plan.  

2.3 Experiment Workflow Manager 
The experiment Workflow Manager will allow the user to manage the test runs for each test plan. In this 

case, the user will be able to create, modify and delete some test runs, one by one.  

Each testrun is derived directly from a testplan. It is composed of the same tasks and resources as its 

original testplan, and only their configuration parameters can be modified. If the users needed a new 

resource or a new task, then they should create and define a new experiment. 

For each test run the user could define different configuration parameters so a comparison between 

different executions of the same test plan could be done. 

Inputs 
Test plan 
 

Outputs 
Test runs, final workflow of the experiment 
 

Table 3: Inputs-Outputs of the Experiment Workflow Manager 

 

When a new test run is defined the vct_id_Y.xml, tasks_id_Y.xml and configlet_ID_tp_id_tr_Y.xml files 

are created and saved into the Experiment Data Manager, where the Id indicates the test run identifier. 

Each file contains the same information than vct_id.xml, tasks_id.xml and configlet_ID_tp_id.xml files, 

but in this case the data are related to the specific test run and not general, as an initial configuration, as 

defined for the test plan. 

When the user wants to execute a test run, job_id_tp_Y.xml file is created. This execution is only possible 

when the resource instances of each task are free in the Teagle repository, so it is in this moment that 

the availability of the resource instances to be used is checked. In case any of the instances is in use, a 

message shall be shown to the user to inform him/her, and the execution process will not be launched, 

while if all the instances are free, the execution process is started. 

At this point the job file is stored into the Experiment Data Manager, and in case it could be executed, 

the information is forwarded to the TEFIS Core Services. 

The structure of the job_id_tp_Y.xml file is: 

 <name> tag refers to the name of the job. It’s a user editable field. 

 <description> tag refers to the description of the job. It’s a user editable field. 
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 <cancelJobOnError> tag indicates if there is any error, the job is cancelled. It’s a user editable 
field. 

 <inputSpace> and <outputSpace> tags refer to the input and output file’s folders. It’s user 
editable field. 

 <taskFlow> tag refers to job’s task flow. Each task is defined using tags like <name>, 
<description>, <select resID> specifying resource instance identifiers and <nativeExecutable>. 
This last tag specifies task’s executable file. 

 

Figure 17: job_id_tp_Y.xml file structure 

 

Figure 18 shows test run saved into the Experiment Data Manager folder tree. 
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Figure 18: Test run files stored in the Experiment Data Manager 

 

And finally, in the next sequence diagram, a summary of the whole process the user shall follow to define 
the final workflow of the experiment with a set of test runs and specific configuration for each of them is 
presented, as well as the xml files created and the communication established in the process with the 
Teagle repository, the Core Services and the Experiment Data Manager. 
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Figure 19: Experiment Workflow Manager 

 

2.4 Configuration Assistant 
It will guide the user in their experiment definition, organisation and definition of tasks, providing an 

easy-to-use interface with a set of basic experiment features that the user will have to choose and detail.   

It will help the user throughout the complete experiment specification and designing process, and it will 

present the following basic characteristics: 
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 A help page with the basic documentation about TEFIS platform, which will include manuals, 

vodcasts or the link to the TEFIS project wiki with all the open documentation available to the 

users and generated during the development of TEFIS 

 

 A dynamic FAQ section, with the questions submitted by the users to the TEFIS administrator.  

 

It will be accessible at any moment through a link included in the help menu and present in a web 

page a set of basic and more advanced questions with their respective answers related to the 

usage of the TEFIS platform. 

 

o How to specify a new experiment 

o How to list the available resources and tools 

o etc. 

 

It is essential to provide information about how to complete the questionnaires, fill the forms, review 

specifications and make changes, set the configuration and plan the schedule in terms of availability of 

resources and facilities, execute and relaunch a set of tests, support the methodology applied, or 

interpret the results, statistics, or diagrams provided.  

2.5 Interface to TEFIS blocks 
As is shown in the Figure 1, communication between Experiment Manager and TEFIS blocks will be done 

using REST client/server architecture.  

Experiment Manager has defined a ‘rest’ named class that implements a REST client, using ‘HttpSocket’ 

objects. These objects use Get, Post, Put and Delete methods to the available URLs in TEFIS blocks.  

 From Experiment Manager – To Teagle Resources Directory 

HTTP – GET to request test types, domains, keywords, resource types, resource instances and 

configuration parameters. 

HTTP – POST to send new resource instances and its configuration parameters. 

HTTP – PUT to update resources instances and its configuration parameters. 

HTTP – DELETE to delete vcts.  

 From Experiment Manager - To Experiments Data Manager 

HTTP – GET to request experiment, vct, task and configlet files for each test plan and experiment, 

vct, task, configlet and job files for each test run. 

HTTP – GET to send experiment, vct, task and configlet files for each test plan and experiment, 

vct, task, configlet and job files for each test run. 

 From Experiment Manager - To TEFIS core services 
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HTTP – GET to request job states and job results. 

HTTP – POST to send job files. 

2.6 Functions to communicate with the Experiment Manager 
In this section the main functions used in the Experiment Manager controller are presented with a brief 

description of its purpose as well as the related inputs and outputs. 

These functions are managed and called by ‘the view’ in the Model-View-Controller pattern applied and 

they will be used in case the Experiment Manager context is required with any other interface in the 

future. 

CONTROLLER: experiment_types_controller.php 
 
function list_all () 
 
Description: Returns a list of the available experiment types in the TEFIS platform. 
 
Outputs: 

 $json: ARRAY 
o [keywordIdentifier (INT)] => keywordName (STRING) 
o In this case, each keyword represents a type of experiment. 

 
 
CONTROLLER: experiments_controller.php 
 
function list_domains ($keywords) 
 
Description: Returns a list of domains whose resources are described by the selected keywords. 
 
Inputs: 

 $keywords: STRING 
o Keywords to be searched within the available domains’ resources. FORMAT “keyword_” 

 
Outputs: 

 $json: ARRAY 
o ‘domains_list’ => ARRAY 

 [domainIdentifier (INT)] => domainName (STRING] 
o ‘resources_list_step_1’ => STRING 

 List of resources which belong to the found domains. FORMAT 
“resourceIdentifier_” 

 
 
CONTROLLER: keywords_controller.php 
 
function list_keywords ($domains, $resources_list_step_1) 
 
Description: Finds which resources from the submitted resource list ($resource_list_step_1) belong to 
the selected domains ($domains), and returns the keywords which describe them. 
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Inputs: 

 $domains: STRING 
o Selected domains. FORMAT “domainIdentifier_” 

 $resources_list_step_1 
o Previously filtered resources. FORMAT “resourceIdentifier_” 

 
Outputs: 

 $json: ARRAY 
o ‘keywords_list’ => ARRAY 

 [keywordIdentifier(INT)] => keywordName (STRING) 
o ‘resources_list_step_2’ => STRING 

 Resources from $resource_list_step_1 which belong to $domains. FORMAT 
“resourceIdentifier_domainIdentifier;” 

 
 
CONTROLLER: available_resources_controller.php 
 
function list_types ($selected_keywords, $resources_list_step_2, $user_id) 
 
Description: Finds which resources from the submitted resource list ($resource_list_step_2) are 
described by any of the selected keywords ($selected_keywords), and returns them. 
 
Inputs: 

 $selected_keywords: STRING 
o Selected keywords. FORMAT “keywordIdentifier_” 

 $resources_list_step_2: STRING 
o Previously filtered resources. FORMAT “resourceIdentifier_domainIdentifier;” 

 $user_id: INT 
o User identifier. 

 
 
Outputs: 

 $json: ARRAY 
o ‘resource_type_list’ => ARRAY 

 [resourceIdentifier (INT)] => resourceName (STRING) 
o ‘resources_list_step_3’ => STRING 

 Resources from $resource_list_step_2 which are described by 
$selected_keywords. FORMAT “resourceIdentifier_domainIdentifier;” 

 
 
function save_experiment ($user_id, $resources_list_step_3, $exp_name, $exp_description=null) 
 
Description: Saves a new testplan definition (experiment), storing the Experiment.xml file in the Data 
Manager, with the available resources ($resources_list_step_3) obtained after the filtering. 
 
Inputs: 

 $testplan_id: INT 
o Active testplan identifier. 

 $resources_list_step_3: STRING 
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o Previously filtered resources. FORMAT “resourceIdentifier_domainIdentifier;” 

 $user_id: INT 
o User identifier. 

Outputs: 

 $json: ARRAY 
o $status: STRNG 

 “Success”if the experiment was correctly saved. 
o $testplan_id: INT 

 Identifier for the new testplan. 
 

 
CONTROLLER: resource_types_controller.php 
 
function list_types($user_id, $testplan_id) 
 
Description: Returns the resource types list associated to an experiment (testplan) definition. 
 
Inputs: 

 $user_id: INT 
o User identifier. 

 $testplan_id: INT 
o Active testplan identifier. 

 
Outputs: 

 $json: ARRAY 
o  [resource_type_id (INT)] => ARRAY 

  ‘commonName’ => STRING 

 Resource type name. 
 ‘description’ => STRING 

 Resource type description. 
 cost’ => ARRAY or NULL 

 ‘amount’ => Amount. 

 ‘denominator’ => Currency/denominator. 
 

CONTROLLER: resource_instances_controller.php 
 
function list_instances($selected_type, $user_id, $testplan_id) 
 
Description: Returns the resource instances list for a particular resource type. 
 
Inputs: 

 $selected_type: INT 
o Resource type identifier. 

 $user_id: INT 
o User identifier. 

 $testplan_id: INT 
o Active testplan identifier. 

 
Outputs: 
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 $json: ARRAY 
o  [resource_type_id] => ARRAY 

  ‘is_instantiable’ => BOOLEAN 

 TRUE if a new resource instance can be created. 
  ‘res_instances_list’ => ARRAY or NULL 

 [res_Instance_Id (INT)] => res_instance_name (STRING) 
 

CONTROLLER: new_instances_controller.php 
 
function create_instance($selected_type, $user_id, $testplan_id) 
 
Description: Returns the configuration parameters to be fulfilled for the instance creation. 
 
Inputs: 

 $selected_type: INT 
o Resource type identifier. This is the resource type which the new instance will belong to. 

 $user_id: INT 
o User identifier. 

 $testplan_id: INT 
o Active testplan identifier. 

 
Outputs: 

 $json: ARRAY 
o  [resource_type_id] => ARRAY 

 ‘resource_type’ => INT 

 Resource type identifier 
 ‘resource_type_name’ => STRING 

 Resource type name 
 ‘resource_type_description’ => STRING 

 Resource type description 
  ‘config_parameters’ => ARRAY or NULL 

 ‘id’ => INT 
o Configuration parameter identifier 

 ‘commonName’ => STRING 
o Configuration parameter name 

 ‘configParamType’ => STRING 
o Type of the parameter (integer, float, string, boolean) 

 ‘defaultParamValue’ => INT/FLOAT/STRING/BOOLEAN 
o Parameter default value 

 ‘description’ => STRING 
o Configuration parameter description 

 
 
function save_instance($config_params, $instance_info, $selected_type, $user_id, $testplan_id) 
 
Description: Creates and saves the new instance in the Teagle Repository. 
 
Inputs: 

 $config_params: STRING 
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o Configuration parameters. Format “Id_Name_Description_Value;” Can be ‘null’. 

 $instance_info: STRING 
o Information of the new instance. Format “Name_Description”. 

 $selected_type: INT 
o Resource type identifier. This is the resource type which the new instance will belong to. 

 $user_id: INT 
o User identifier. 

 $testplan_id: INT 
o Active testplan identifier. 

 
Outputs: 

 $json: ARRAY 
o  ‘InstanceId => INT 

 Identifier of the new instance. 
 
 
 
CONTROLLER: resource_selections_controller.php 
 
function get_resource_info($resInst_id, $user_id, $testplan_id, $testrun_id = null) 
 
Description: Returns information about a resource of the active testplan or testrun. 
 
Inputs: 

 $resInst_id: INT 
o  Resource identifier. 

 $user_id: INT 
o User identifier. 

 $testplan_id: INT 
o Active testplan identifier. 

 $testrun_id: INT 
o Active testrun identifier, if working on a testrun. 

 
 
Outputs: 

 $json: ARRAY 
o ‘id’ => INT 

 Resource identifier. 
o ‘commonName’ => STRING 

 Resource name. 
o ‘description’ => STRING 

 Resource description. 
o ‘typeName’ => STRING 

 Resource’s type name. 
o ‘typeDescription’ => STRING 

 Resource’s type description.  
o ‘configParams’ => ARRAY or NULL 

 [configlet_id] => ARRAY 

 ‘id’ => INT 
o Configlet identifier. 
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 ‘commonName’ => STRING 
o Parameter name. 

 ‘paramValue’ => INT/FLOAT/STRING/BOOLEAN 
o Parameter value. 

 ‘description’ => STRING 
o Parameter description. 

o ‘cost’ => ARRAY or NULL 
 ‘amount’ => Amount. 
 ‘denominator’ => Currency/denominator. 

o ‘domainId’ => INT 
 Resource type’s domain identifier. 

o ‘domainName’ => STRING 
 Resource type’s domain name. 

o ‘domainDescription’ => STRING 
 Resource type’s domain description. 
 

 
 
CONTROLLER: list_test_plans_controller.php 
 
function list_testplans($user_id) 
 
Description: Returns the list of testplans for the active user. 
 
Inputs: 

 $user_id: INT 
o User identifier. 

 
Outputs: 

 $json: ARRAY 
o [testplan_id] => ARRAY or NULL 

 ‘id’ => INT 

 Testplan identifier 
 ‘name’ => STRING 

 Testplan name 
 ‘description’ => STRING 

 Testplan description 
 ‘state’ => STRING 

 Possible values: 
o ‘Not defined’ (no resource selected, no task defined) 
o ‘No tasks’ (resources selected, but no task defined) 
o ‘No resources’ (tasks defined, but no resource selected) 
o ‘Defined’ (testplan fully defined) 

 
function testplan_info($user_id, $testplan_id) 
 
Description: Returns information about the active testplan. 
 
Inputs: 

 $user_id: INT 
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o User identifier. 

 $testplan_id: INT 
o Active testplan identifier. 

 
Outputs: 

 $json: ARRAY 
o [testplan_id] => ARRAY or NULL 

 ‘id’ => INT 

 Testplan identifier 
 ‘name’ => STRING 

 Testplan name 
 ‘description’ => STRING 

 Testplan description 
 ‘state’ => STRING 

 Possible values: 
o ‘Not defined’ (no resource selected, no task defined) 
o ‘No tasks’ (resources selected, but no task defined) 
o ‘No resources’ (tasks defined, but no resource selected) 
o ‘Defined’ (testplan fully defined) 

 ‘hasTestruns’ => BOOLEAN 

 True if the testplan has associated tesruns 
 
 
function delete_testplan($user_id, $testplan_id) 
 
Description: Deletes a testplan, its associated files and its associated testruns, only if it hasn’t got any 
running or executed testrun. 
 
Inputs: 

 $user_id: INT 
o User identifier. 

 $testplan_id: INT 
o Identifier of the testplan to delete. 

 
Outputs: 

 $json: ARRAY 
o ‘deleted’ => BOOLEAN 

 If FALSE, the testplan couldn’t be deleted because of the reason stated above. 
 
 
CONTROLLER: list_runs_controller.php 
 
function list_testruns($user_id, $testplan_id) 
 
Description: Returns the list of testruns for the active testplan. 
 
Inputs: 

 $user_id: INT 
o User identifier. 

 $tesplan_id: INT 
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o Active testplan identifier. 
 

 
Outputs: 

 $json: ARRAY 
o [testrun_id] => ARRAY or NULL 

 ‘id’ => INT 

 Testplan identifier 
 ‘name’ => STRING 

 Testplan name 
 ‘description’ => STRING 

 Testplan description 
 ‘state’ => STRING 

 Possible values: TO BE DEFINED 
 
 
function delete_testrun($user_id, $testplan_id, $testrun_id = null) 
 
Description: Deletes a testrun and its associated files, only if it has never been executed. 
 
Inputs: 

 $user_id: INT 
o User identifier. 

 $testplan_id: INT 
o Active testplan identifier. 

 $testrun_id: INT 
o Identifier of the testrun to delete. 

 
Outputs: 

 $json: ARRAY 
o ‘deleted’ => BOOLEAN 

 If FALSE, the testrun couldn’t be deleted because of the reason stated above. 
 
 
function create_testrun($testrun_info, $user_id, $testplan_id) 
 
Description: Creates a new testrun for the active testplan, with the same configuration as this one. 
 
Inputs: 

 $testrun_info: STRING 
o Information about the new testrun. Format “Name_Description” 

 $user_id: INT 
o User identifier. 

 $testplan_id: INT 
o Active testplan identifier. 

 
Outputs: 

 $json: ARRAY 
o ‘testrunId => INT 

 Identifier of the new testrun. 
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CONTROLLER: executions_controller.php 
 
function execute_testrun($user_id, $testplan_id, $testrun_id) 
 
Description: Sends a testrun to the Core Services for it to be executed, if the resources used by it are not 
used by another job, and sends booking request to Teagle Repository. 
 
Inputs: 

 $user_id: INT 
o User identifier. 

 $tesplan_id: INT 
o Active testplan identifier. 

 $tesrun_id: INT 
o Testrun to execute. 

 
 

Outputs: 

 $json: ARRAY 
o ‘used_resources’ => ARRAY or NULL 

 [resourceInstance(INT)] => resourceName (STRING) 
 If used_resources is not null, the testrun couldn’t be executed because of the 

reason stated above. 
o ‘success’ => BOOLEAN 

 If false, there was a problem in the job submission or execution. 
 
 
CONTROLLER: tasks_controller.php 
 
function get_available_resources($user_id, $testplan_id, $testrun_id = null) 
 
Description: Returns the resources which can be selected for a task (the resources associated to the 
active testplan or testrun). 
 
Inputs: 

 $user_id: INT 
o User identifier. 

 $testplan_id: INT 
o Active testplan identifier. 

 $testrun_id: INT 
o Active testrun identifier, if working on a testrun. 

 
Outputs: 

 $json: ARRAY 
o ‘resources_list_str’ => STRING 

 List of the available resources. Format “Identifier_Name_Description;” 
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function create_task($task_info, $task_config_params, $task_resources, $task_input_files, 
$task_output_files, $user_id, $testplan_id) 
 
Description: Create a new task, inserting a new entry in Users database (Tasks table) and saving its input 
files if needed. To be used only in the task creation process. If a task must be modified later, use 
“update_task”. 
 
Inputs: 

 $task_info: STRING 
o Information and parameters of the new task. Format 

“Name_Description_Type_Executable_Order_ClassPath”. 

 $task_config_params: STRING 
o Task configuration parameters. Format “Name_Value;” 

 $task_resources: STRING 
o Resources associated to the task. Format “Identifier_” 

 $task_input_files: STRING 
o Input files needed by the task.  

 $task_output_files: STRING 
o Output files resulting from task execution. Format “Name_” 

 $user_id: INT 
o User identifier. 

 $testplan_id: INT 
o Active testplan identifier. 

 
Outputs: 

 $json: ARRAY 
o ‘task_id => INT 

 Identifier of the created task. 
 
 
function update_task($task_id, $task_info, $task_config_params, $task_resources, $task_input_files, 
$task_output_files, $user_id, $testplan_id) 
 
Description: Updates an existing task. To use this function, the tasks must be loaded into the database 
using “load_tasks” function. 
 
Inputs: 

 ‘task_id’: INT 
o Identifier of the task to be modified. 

 $task_info: STRING 
o Information and parameters of the new task. Format 

“Name_Description_Type_Executable_Order_ClassPath” 

 $task_config_params: STRING 
o Task configuration parameters. Format “Name_Value;” 

 $task_resources: STRING 
o Resources associated to the task. Format “Identifier_” 

 $task_input_files: STRING 
o Input files needed by the task.  

 $task_output_files: STRING 
o Output files resulting from task execution. Format “Name_” 
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 $user_id: INT 
o User identifier. 

 $testplan_id: INT 
o Active testplan identifier. 

 $testrun_id: INT 
o Active testrun identifier, if working on a testrun. 

 
If any of those params doesn’t exist, it must be set to null. 

 
 

function get_task_info($task_id, $user_id, $testplan_id, $testrun_id=null) 
 
Description: Returns information about a task. 
 
Inputs: 

 $task_id: INT 
o Task identifier. 

 $user_id: INT 
o User identifier. 

 $testplan_id: INT 
o Active testplan identifier. 

 $testrun_id: INT 
o Active testrun identifier, if working on a testrun. 

 
Outputs: 

 $json: ARRAY 
o ‘id’ => INT 

 Task_identifier 
o ‘commonName’ => STRING 

 Task name 
o ‘description’ => STRING 

 Task description 
o ‘order’ => INT 

 Task order in the workflow 
o ‘executable’ => STRING or NULL 

 Task executable 
o ‘type’ => STRING or NULL 

 Task type 
o ‘resources’ => ARRAY 

 [resourceId(INT)] => resourceName(STRING) 
o ‘params’ => ARRAY 

 [paramName(STRING)] => paramValue (INT/FLOAT/BOOLEAN/STRING) 
o ‘input_files’ => ARRAY 

 [] => filename (STRING) 
o ‘output_files’ => ARRAY 

 [] => filename (STRING) 
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CONTROLLER: list_tasks_controller.php 
 
function list_tasks($user_id, $testplan_id, $testrun_id = null) 
 
Description: Returns the tasks list for the active testplan or testrun, loaded in Users database (Tasks 
table). It must be used to refresh the tasks list after adding or deleting one of them. 
 
Inputs: 

 $user_id: INT 
o User identifier. 

 $testplan_id: INT 
o Active testplan identifier. 

 $testrun_id: INT 
o Active testrun identifier, if working on a testrun. 

 
Outputs: 

 $json: ARRAY 
o ‘task_list_str’ => STRING 

 Tasks list. FORMAT “taskIdentifier_taskName;” 
 
function delete_task($task_id, $user_id, $testplan_id) 
 
Description: Deletes a task from the active testplan, removing the entry from Users database (Tasks 
table). 
 
Inputs: 

 $resInst_id: INT 
o Identifier of the task to delete. 

 $user_id: INT 
o User identifier. 

 $testplan_id: INT 
o Active testplan identifier. 

 
 
function clean_tasks($user_id, $testplan_id, $testrun_id=null) 
 
Description: Deletes every task from the active testplan or testrun from Users database (Tasks table). It 
must be used when exiting from resources page.  
 
Inputs: 

 $user_id: INT 
o User identifier. 

 $testplan_id: INT 
o Active testplan identifier. 

 $testrun_id: INT 
o Active testrun identifier, if working on a testrun. 

 
function load_tasks($user_id, $testplan_id, $testrun_id=null) 
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Description: Loads the tasks of a testplan or testrun, saved in its corresponding Tasks.xml file, into Users 
database (Tasks table). The Tasks.xml file must have been created (using “save_tasks_file” function) 
before using this function.  
 
Inputs: 

 $user_id: INT 
o User identifier. 

 $testplan_id: INT 
o Active testplan identifier. 

 $testrun_id: INT 
o Active testrun identifier, if working on a testrun. 

 
 
function save_tasks_file($user_id, $testplan_id) 
 
Description: Creates and saves in the Data Manager the tasks configuration file (Tasks.xml), from the 
tasks stored in Users database (Tasks table) for the active testplan. It is only used for testplans, as there 
is no possibility of adding/deleting tasks in a testrun. To modify the configuration of any task in a testrun, 
“update_task” function must be used. 
 
Inputs: 

 $user_id: INT 
o User identifier. 

 $testplan_id: INT 
o Active testplan identifier. 

 
 
 
 
CONTROLLER: testplans_controller.php 
 
function load_testplan($user_id, $testplan_id) 
 
Description: Returns information about the testplan. 
 
Inputs: 

 $user_id: INT 
o User identifier. 

 $tesplan_id: INT 
o Active testplan identifier. 

 
 
Outputs: 

 $json: ARRAY 
o Testplan information array 

 
function save_testplan($user_id, $testplan_id) 
 
Description: Saves the testplan. 
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Inputs: 

 $user_id: INT 
o User identifier. 

 $tesplan_id: INT 
o Active testplan identifier. 

 $testplan info array in $this->params['form'][testplan’] 
o Testplan information array 

 
 
 
Outputs: 

 $json: ARRAY 
o ‘testplan_saved => BOOLEAN 

 If false, the testplan couldn’t be saved. 
 
 
CONTROLLER: testruns_controller.php 
 
function load_testrun($user_id, $testplan_id, $testrun_id) 
 
Description: Returns information about the testrun. 
 
Inputs: 

 $user_id: INT 
o User identifier. 

 $tesplan_id: INT 
o Active testplan identifier. 

 $tesrun_id: INT 
o Testrun to load. 

 
 
Outputs: 

 $json: ARRAY 
o Testrun information array 

 
 
function save_testrun ($user_id, $testplan_id, $testrun_id) 
 
Description: Saves the testrun. 
 
Inputs: 

 $user_id: INT 
o User identifier. 

 $tesplan_id: INT 
o Active testplan identifier. 

 $testrun info array in $this->params['form'][testrun’] 
o Testrun information array 
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Outputs: 

 $json: ARRAY 
o ‘testrun_saved => BOOLEAN 

 If false, the testrun couldn’t be saved. 
 
 
 
 


